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 Before you read
Answer the questions.

1) Describe the pictures below. How do they relate to the theme of being a responsible citizen?

2) Who or what are the major influences on children when they are growing up?
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Responsible citizens are people that contribute to the well-being of 
a community in various forms; socially, politically and economically. 
While schooling is an important factor that contributes to the 
development of responsible citizens who can impact society in these 
ways, it is definitely not the sole factor! Family influence in addition to 
schooling is just as significant.

To begin with, schooling is an important element of most societies. 
Children can attend school and can learn many skills that may lead 
them to make positive contributions to society. The academic and 
subject course choices provide students with career choices beyond 
school so that they are better equipped for future employment and 
can contribute to the economy of their country. Additionally, the non-
academic experiences presented at school also help students develop 
skills that equip them with strategies to behave in society. For example, 
numerous extra-curricular activities like public speaking, field trips, and 
volunteering for charity are great ways for students to lead projects 
and events and make links with the community. These opportunities 
provide students with a chance to showcase their organizational skills 
while working as part of a team. The contributions that they make to 
the community through volunteering are also paths that may lead to 
future career options in the community. 

While schooling is important, it is definitely not the sole factor that leads 
to the development of responsible citizens; the role of the family is 
just as significant. A child’s development begins well before they enter 
school and during this time many skills are developed. During the first 
few years of their life, babies develop awareness of the world around 
them through their senses. At the same time as these skills are being 
learned through exploration, certain values are also being established 
through the things that a child is able to do and their interaction with 
others.  Beyond the early years of childhood, children also need to have 
guidance from their parents and extended family. Positive role models 
are important for teenagers, who learn from adults’ actions. They are 
also a source of advice and support. If teenagers have a negative role 
model, then the behaviors that teenagers learn may not be the best for 
the creation of a society of responsible citizens. 

There are many influences that impact on the development of 
individuals which can lead them to be responsible citizens. Schooling is 
certainly one of them but so is the impact of family on the development 
of an individual. Our community needs people that can make positive 
contributions to the social, economic, and political well-being of the 
country. With the benefit of good schooling and strong family influence, 
our country can be strengthened. 

Schooling is the sole factor that leads to responsible citizens. 
Do you agree?
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 Reading Comprehension

A) Skim the essay. Answer the questions. 

What is the purpose of the essay? to persuade / to describe/ to inform

Does the writer agree or disagree with the statement in the title?

The writer agrees / disagrees with the statement because he thinks that 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

B) Scan the essay.

 Complete the table with information from the essay.

Schooling is the sole factor that leads to responsible citizens. Do you agree?

Thesis statement Family influence in addition to schooling is just as significant
as schooling.

Benefits of schooling Reason 1 
Children learn to develop 
many skills.

Example

Reason 2 Example

Reason 3 Example

Influence of family Influence 1
Help children develop their 
senses. 

Example

Influence 2 Example

Influence 3 Example

Conclusion (summarize in 
your own words)

C) Read the following sentences found in the essay. The words in italics refer back to a noun 
previously mentioned. Write the noun which they refer to. 

In paragraph 2: The academic and subject course choices provide students with  
career choices beyond school so that they are better equipped for future employment 
____________________________

In paragraph 3: They are also a source of advice and support.  ____________________________

In paragraph 4: Schooling is certainly one of them but so is the impact of family on the 

development of an individual. ____________________________
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 Vocabulary
Read the essay again. Choose the words which have the same meaning as the words in italics. 

1) Schooling is the sole factor...

A) important F    B) essential F    C) largest F    D) only F    

2) The role of the family is just as significant...

A) useful F    B) important F    C) helpful F    D) good F    

3) While schooling is an important factor...

A) As F    B) Because F    C) Although F    D) Unless F    

4) ...the development of individuals...

A) people F    B) reasons F    C) behaviors F    D) values F    

5) our country can be strengthened...

A) improved F    B) changed F    C) made stronger F    D) made easier F    

 Grammar
Complete the sentence. Choose the correct answer.  

1) If the foundation is not strong, it ____________ further development.

A) could be hindered F    B) could hinder F    C) won’t hinder F    D) hindered F    

2) Support from a range of areas ____________ students to develop.

A) help F    B) helping F    C) helped F    D) helps F    

3) Teenagers are influenced by ____________ behavior.

A) role model’s F    B) role models’ F    C) role models F    D) a role model F    

4) Teenagers ____________ don’t have a positive rolemodel may not become responsible citizens.

A) which F    B) where F    C) who F    D) what F    

5) Children need support ____________ their families.

A) of F    B) for F    C) from F    D) at F    

6) Family influence is ____________ important as schooling.

A) as F    B) more F    C) than F    D) so F  
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 Critical Thinking 

1) Do you agree with the writer’s opinion? Why or why not?

2) Complete the table using your own ideas. Compare ideas with a partner. 

What have you been taught? How do you behave?

At my friend’s house Be polite in someone else’s house 
because you are a guest.

I always say thank you for food 
that I eat.

At home

At school 

In the community

 Writing
1) What opportunities do you have to demonstrate responsible citizenship? Describe these 

opportunities. Write a paragraph in your notebook.

2) Make preparatory notes for an essay where you argue the opposite point – that schools are 
not necessary to educate responsible citizens. Write your preparatory notes in your notebook. 

 Extension 
Work in a group. Make an advertisement poster for a club that encourages and develops 
citizenship and civic responsibility.




